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Gliner Center Gives Comedy =qme =-rious bonslaeranon 
In American Stzcdies, Center Sponsors Researen, Stuay and Special Hzcmor Eve 

Some people find rubber chickens 
funny, with the possible exception of 
vegetarians. Others may laugh at the 
expense of the poor soul who slipped 
on a banana peel. 

Why do different people laugh at dif- 
ferent things? Lawrence Mintz knows. 

For Mintz, director of the Gliner 
Center for Humor Studies,these gags 
are a part of culture that merit serious 
study. 

ence bent over laughing just at the tit1 
"When he gave that paper in Wales, th 
British press had a field day with it," 
Mintz says."They thought it was hilari 
ous."The paper was actually a scholar1 
discourse on whether humor is innate 
in humans and how humor can help 
child development. 

The Art Gliner Center for Humor 
Studies, started last year in the depart- 
ment of American Studies, has a combi- 

ssary to r 
since ha! 

lained involved in the cen- 
every day, bouncing ideas 
of Mintz whenever they 

~ " ~ n e  to mind."There isn't a 
week that goes by that I 
don't have at least two or 
three emails from him: 'Why 
don't we do this? Why don't 
we look into that? Heard this 
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nake it 
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To the comedian, academics who nation of personalities similar to the great guy, here's his number,'" 
study humor are like the straight man, legendary teams of Burns and Allen and Mintz says. 
asking questions and citing statistics, Abbott and Costello. Mintz is the "That's the problem. I have 
never cracking a smile. He often straight man and Art Gliner, an more ideas than we have I 
becomes the object of the comedi- announcer at WGMS radio in manpower," says G1iner.A~ a 
an's ridicule. But Mintz doesn't Washington, D.C., is the practitioner of applying 
mind being seen as unfun- humor in education, Gliner is 
nY- The two met more interested in practical 

uAnybody who at a humor confer- studies of humor than the 
thinks that humor is ence in 1979 and kind of study Mintz has done 
just about latighing , have been in over the past 30 year? 
or being amused is a touch ever since. "The idea is that peol 

-fool," he says. -*--- ag$+ - use humor in their di - 
"Everything that's Gliner asked Mintz whether it's business 
important to us-sex, about creating a social, and there are r 
race, religion, ethnici- center at the ways in which they c ce Mintz, director of the GI :el 
ty, politics-if it matters it.They can use it in ( numor Studies, is a professor of Amencan Stua~es. 
to us, we use humor as a Maryland that would nication. It's a great coping 
way of communicating promote research and tool," says Giner. 
about it." teaching of humor studies, in Since President Dan Mote a 

Some are confused, though. When a addition to bringing humorists to carn- opened the center in March l! 
researcher named Paul McGee gave his pus and examining the role of humor in Mintz and Gliner have broughi 
paper on "Ontogenic Versus Phylogenic health and society. events to campus. Mintz invite 
Origins of the Humor Perception in "He was the inspiration for this computer scientists to discuss 
Young Children," members of the audi- thing," Mintz says. Gliner gave the computer translation program 
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University Awards Faculty Who Best Use Technology re; 
Innovation Awara5 Presented at Teaching with Technology Con firen 

A student who can't be in class on 
the day of an exam is given the oppor- 
tunity to take it online.Another student 
reviews a homework assignment listed 
on the course Web site, Classmates dis- 
cuss an issue with each other on an e- 
mail reflector set up by the professor. 

Technology is changing how stu- 
dents are taught, and several faculty 
recently gathered at the eighth annual 
Teaching with Technology conference 
to share how they are using the 
Internet and online technology to 
enhance the learning experience. 
The April 14 event was sponsored by 
the Center for Teaching Excellence and 
the Office of Information Technology. 

In addition, the University of 
Maryland Award for Innovation in 
Teaching with Technology was present- 
ed to several faculty whose ideas have 
the most positive impact on collabora- 
tive learning. "The award presentation 
in itself is an innovation," says Lida 

Larsen, acting assistant director, colle- 
gial relations and information services. 
in the Office of Information 
Technology."The university should be 
proud to be among the first to officially 
award the integration of technology 
into the curriculum." 

Roberta Lavine, associate professor in 
the department of Spanish and 
Portuguese, was recognized for using a 
variety of technology, including video- 
conferencing, asynchronous electronic 
communication and real-time Internet 
chat, to help her American students 
learn about their Mexican counterparts 
as well as about doing business in 
Mexico with Mexicans. Lavine's stu- 
dents, along with the students at 
Mexico's most prestigious private insti- 
tution, in Mexico City, participate in a 
real-time technology assisted simulation 
where students assume the role of nego- 
tiators trying to create a joint venture 
between the two countries for compa- 

nies that manufacture 
As in the real world, sruaenrs c 
ence success and faill 
hand how their actio~ 
particular consequent 

A team from the Maryland Institute 
for Technology in the Humanil 
(MITH) , including Martha Nell 
director, Katie King, Joe Paoletti, David 
Silver and Jason Rhody, also earned an 
Innovation in Teaching award. MITH is , 
community of scholars, an interdiscipli- 
nary institute and electronic s 
devoted to exploring ways in 
new technologies can be used u,,,- 

versity resee 
are to foster 
ative projects, uuu-eacrl LU ule 
and students as well 
cational communities 
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en's - Defense Fund Founder Discusses 

I ~rnerica's Children, America's Future 
bid," Mintz Marian Wright Edelrnan, founder and president 

of the Children's Defense Fund (CDF) , addresses 
"America's Children:Americals Future," Monday, 
May 8, from 4:30 to 6 p.m., in the Colony 
Ballroom of Stamp Student Union. Her talk is the 

fourth in the 

strong voice for children and families. 
A graduate of Spelman College and Yale Law 

School, Edelman was the first black woman 
admitted to the Mississippi Bar. In 1968, she 
moved to Washington, D.C., as counsel for the 
Poor People's March that Martin Luther King Jr., 
began organizing before his death. For two years 
she served as the director of the Center for Law 
and Education at Harvard University. 

Edelman is the author of "Families in Peril:An 
Agenda for Social Change,""The Measure of Our 
Success:A letter to My Children and Yours,'' 
"Guide My Feet: Meditations and Prayers on 
Loving and Working for Children," a children's 
book, "Stand for Children," and a memoir of men- 
tors published by Beacon Press in 1999. 

For additional information about the colloqui- 
um, contact Steven Selden at ss22@umail. 
urnd.edu 
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me aamlmsuauve support 
! need, the visibility and the 
lunteers to make something 

like this happen." 
Mintz will present a paper 
the career of cartoonist Saul 
!inberg at this year's confer- 
ce in Tokyo, Japan. 
Me1 Helitzer, a fon 
list who has studiea numor 
decades, donated his library 

the center-The collection of 
2 books, numerous records, 
bes and magazines will be 
:alogued by the end of this 
nmer. Materials are already 
tilable in Hornbake Library. 
"We're new enough that we 
ven't done ,everything we 
end to dotnsays Mintz. He 

US 

we 
vol ... Sently thr Diversity and 

Community in 
American Life 
Colloquium 
Series. 

Edelman has 
been an advocate 
for disadvantaged 
Americans her 
entire professional 
career. Under her 
leadership, the 
Washington-based 
CDE which she 
began in 1973, 
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)AVID ABRAMS The university is poised to play an important 
behind-the-scenes role in an upcoming interna- 
tional climate control conference, thanks to  work 

t professor in the depart- 
resource economics. 

tional Forestry Research (CIFOR) ate 

jects as a way of addressing global climate 

"Increases in carbon molecules in the atmos- 
phere contribute to global warming," explains 
Scherr. "Trees are repositories for great quantities 
of carbon.The clearing and burning of forests 
reduces the number of live trees that can capture 
and hold carbon, while releasing additional car- 
bon into the atmosphere through the burning 

According to Scherr, an estimated 20 percent 
of atmospheric carbon comes from deforestation. 
Therefore, protecting and enhancing forest 
resources worldwide is an important factor in 
preventing or limiting global warming. 

With these facts in mind, policy makers at the 
1997 Kyoto UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change paved the way for international 
financial and technological transfers to support 
forest-based activities that enhance carbon stor- 
age and sequestration by protecting and encour- 
aging the sustainable use of forest resources. 

:t Susan Anthony (aantho- financial resources for rural development and for- 
ny@wam) or David est resources in project sites in poor regions of 

developing countries. However, concerns have 
been raised regarding the possible negative 

C-Lolars Wet pay= at impact of such activities and projects on local for- 
edu/ estdependent people. 
?n- To address these concerns, the university and 

CIFOR applied for and received a grant from the 
Rockefeller Foundation to hold an ihternational 
policy workshop in February at the Bellagio 
Study and Conference Center in Lake Como, Italy. 
The fourday workshop brought together a 
diverse group of economists, forestry profession- 
als, investors and policy makers from 12 coun- 
tries, including major potential buyers and sellers 
in forest carbon emissions trading. Several coun- 
tries, such as Bolivia, Costa Rica and Indonesia, 
have already been involved in implementing pilot 
projects established by the Kyoto convention. 

"Basically, we capitalized on the expertise and 
knowledge of individuals who had totally differ- 
ent experiences and points of reference: says 
Scherr.Together, this group identified solutions to 
most of the concerns raised about forest carbon 
projects in relation to local livelihoods, both how 
to avoid risks (like losing land access rights) and 
how to enhance investor interest and confidetlce 
in projects involving local communities 

The results of their exchange are being incor- 
porated into a policy brief that will be distrib- 
uted to delegates at the international Conference 
of the Parties scheduled for this fall, at which 
implementation guidelines for forestry and car- 
bon storage projects will be enacted.The materi- 
al also will be used to develop a more detailed 
report for the technical advisers to conference 
participants.According to Scherr,"The group is 
recommending strategic provisions in the design 
of international forest carbon trading mecha- 
nisms that we believe can significantly increase 
the potential benefits to local communities, 
while achieving critical goals of climate change 
mitigation." 
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3.m. Institute for Global Chinese 
Affairs Slide Presentatiol a 
Chinese Garden,"Wilfiar 
Institute for Global Chir 

3-3 p.m. Side Presentation:"\isiting a Lhhese Garden." 
William Tai, Institute for Global Chinese Affairs, will present 
slides on this topics. Sponsored by the Institute for Global 
Chinese Af 5 St. Marv's Hall. C 
McGinnis, 
space by k 

n:"Visiting 
n Tai, 
iese Affairs 
213 or 7 7 0105 St. Mary's Hall. 5-0, 

rml65@umail.umd.edu. 

4 p.m. Physics Lecture: 
"Investigating the Difference - 1 

your 
2becca 
I reserve 

1. Be 
Ne 

Your Guide to University Events E, 

tweei Ma; 
!utral Kaon 

ter and Ant 
IS," Edward 
Institute. I 

timatter wi 
Blucher, 
4 10 Physic 

fairs. 010 
5-0213 01 

lay 7. rico Fermi 
iv. 

hop is lec 
! internat - - 

ti-Ethnic 
eption: 
.rt -"A 

8 bcal Cornmunity.The works1 by 
Y rincipal performer with the ional- 
ly acclaimed a cappella quintet, Sweet Honey in the ~ o c t  
is designed to facilitate the d ent of a communit 
through the vehicle of musi ~e African America] 
dition. Musical forms include ~ ( ~ 1 1 3 .  ~ ~ ~ a n t s ,  s~irituals, rinl 
shouts, hymns, gosy: n the Civ 
Rights and other fn temporar 
songs.This event is rree ana  open to  at^, musicians and I 

IT dike. 1102 Tawes ; 
rc but not required. i 
01 i@wam.umd.edu. 

p.m. Buil 
saye Barr 

ding a Vc 
iwell, a p 

Event: Mul 
enior's Rec 
.. . 

2000: Master of Fine Arts Thesis 
Exhibition."& Gallery. 5-2763. 

6 p.m. OMSE 
Graduating SI 
Celebration of Mav.Aum 

2 p.m. Institute for Global Chinese 
Affairs Lectwe:"Li Shu:A 
Revolutionary Change in the History 
of Chinese Writing," a demonstration 
by local calligraphy artists and talk 
by Zhongwei Shen, University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst. 2314 Art- 
Sociology Bldg. 5-0213. 

a. " 
7:30 p.m. Music:'Susanna," Ulrich " :cember Graduates." C 
Recital Hall. 5-7847: Ilroom, Stamp Studen 

i358. 
8-10 p.m. ~niversity~hea&:"Priva~e 

:olony 
t Union. 

levelopm 
c from th 
. ,...ti" *L 

bels, song! mce fror 
; and con 
1. _ -.-I 

iusicians 
?quested 
r kschwe 

Fine Arts 
:ontact Ic 

Building. 
Len Schw 

Registrat 
eitzer, 5-1 4 p.m. Physics Lecture: "Large Scale 

Magnetic Fields in the Universe," 
Steven Cowley, UCLA. 1410 Physics 
Bldg. 

10 a.m. k t  Attack. McKeldin Mall. "Harvesting Experience: Reaping 
the Benefits of Knowledge," an 

2 p.m. Physics Lecture:"Active interactive workshop providing an 
Shielding and Control of introduction to Knowledge 
Environmental Noise," Josip Locaris, Management. Pre-registration 
NASA Langley Research Center. 2168 required. 2 11 1 Stamp Student Union 
A.V. Williams Bldg. www.isr.umd.edu/ 5-2057, ra67@umai~.umd.edu or 
Labs/ISL/events.html. - www.clis.umd.edu/ce/.* 

nbda 7:30 p.m. Music: 'Susanna," Ulrich 
Recital Hall. 5-7847: 

7:30 P.m: ~eo1;igy falk: WHO& do * . ' 
River Channels Respond to Floods," 
Karen Prestegaard, geology depart- 
ment. 1140 Plant Sciences Bldg. 

7:30 p.m. Music:'THe Magic Flute . 4 p - m - h n o ~  Lecture: Lars 
(with piano) ," Uli!ch Recital HaU Hemquist, Harvard-Srnithsonian . 

5-5570: Center for Astrophysics. 2400 
Computer and Space Sciences Bldg. 

8-10 p.m. UniversityTheatre:"PriMte 
Eyes."Tawes Bldg. 5-2201 or . 
www.inforM.umd.edu/ THET/plays.* 

5-7 p.m. DanceUNi i  Dances," an 
informal showing of new works. 
Dorothy Madden Theater. 

1 p.m. Event:"In Praise of Folly: 
College Park Scholars Arts 
Renaissance Faire," a romp throtigh 
Elizabethan England featuring madri- 
gals, instrumentals, dances, actors, jug- 
gling, games, and Queen Elizabeth I.. 
Cambridge Community Quad. 5-0522, 
or CPSArtsRenFaire@aol.com or 

8-10 p.m. Lecture:"Building a Vocal 
Cornmunit&" Maryland Room, Marie 
Mount Hall. 

7 p.m.Writers Here and Now 
Reading Series: Student Prize 
Reading. the winner of the 
Katherirre Anne Porter Fiction Prfze 
and the Academy of American Poets 
Prize will read from their work. 
Fourth Floor, McKeldin Library. 
5-3820. 

9 a.m. - 4p.m."Essential 21st Century 
Law for Information Professionals:' 
surveys the essential civil and crimi- 
nal laws which should be familiar to 
every information professional. 2 1 1 1 
Stamp Student Union. 2 11 1 Stamp 
Student Union. 5-2057, 
ra67@umail.umd.edu or 
www.clis.umd.edu/ce/. 

8-10 p.m. UniversityTheatre:"Private 
Eyes."Tawes Bldg. 5-2201 or . 
www.inforM.umd.edu/ THET/plays? 

8 p.m. Maryland Symphony 
Orchestra Free Concert featuring 
the music of Debussy, Mozart and 
E1gar.Tawe-s Bldg. 5-7847. 

Noon. Research. and Development 
Lecture: "Career Counseling in Japan: 
A Recruit Project,"AMra Otani, 
Counseling Center. 0 1 14 Shoemaker 
Bldg. 

4 p.m.htrohomy Lecture: Rocky 
Kolb, University of Chicago. 2400 
Computer and Space Sciences Bldg. 

7:30 p.m. Music: "The Magic Flute 
(with piano) ," Ulrich Recital Hal 
5-5570: 

2-4 p.m. University Theatre: "Private 
Eyes."Tawes Bldg. 5-2201 or 
www.inforM.umd.edu/ THET/plays.' 

9:30 a.m."Numerical 
Approximapation of Rate 
Independent Hysteresis inTwo- 
Phase Systems," 3206 Math Bldg. 
5-51 17 or www.math.umd.edu/ 
dept/seminars/nas. 

2-4 p.m. Music:"Annual 'Pops' 
Concert. Colony Ballroom, Stamp 
Student Union; Colony Ballroom. 

7:30 p.m.Workshop:"Physics is 
Phun," The Physics IQ Test:The 
assembled throngs vote on the 
results of counterintuitive physics 
experiments. Doors open by 7 
p.m.for hands-on experiments. 1412 
Physics Bldg. 5-5994 or www. 
physics.umd.edu/deptinfo/facilities/l 
ecdem1phph.htm. 

3-5 p.m. Event: "Solomon," Memorial 
Chapel. 

e full va 
brmumc 

a.m. 5 p.m. Serninar:"Right on 
larget: Using Internet Search Engines 
Effectively," this advanced workshop 
will focus on what librarians, media 
specialists, teachers, and other infor- 
mation professionals need to know 

9 a.m. Lecture:"Finding and Using 
Sci-Tech Resources on the Web," 
workshop will look at what 
resources are available and how to 
find them. Considerable emphasis 
will be placed on how to locate and 
use "metasites," those small, special- 
ized directories that can help reduce 
the uncertainty of knowing where 

about search engines in order to use 
them most effectively to achieve the 
results they need. Pre-registration 
required. 4 1 1 1 Computer and Space 
Sciences Bldg. 5-2057, 
ra67@umail.umd.edu or 
www.clis.umd.edu/ce/.* 

Calenl ! 

~ers listed as 4 stand for the prefix 314 or 
4 ~ 3 .  tvents are tree and open to the ~UDIIC unless noted by an asteris 
Calendar information for Outlook is compiled from a combination of infc 
master calendar and submissions to the Outlook office. To reach the calc 

to start and whetheryou've missed 
any important sources. 41 1 1 

Calendi .-- - ar phon 
dar rt - - 

& 'pace Sciences Bldg. 11 a.m. Department of French and 
5-2057, ra67@umail.umd.edu. Italian Lecture: "Italy Incomprehen sible e numb 

in English,"Tirn Parks, novelist and 
9:30 a.m. Lecture:"On the Solution translator.St.Mary8s 5-4024. 
of Phase Change Problems Using 
Adaptive Moving Meshes:' 3206- 4: 15 p.m. Lecture:"Adaptive 
Math B1dg' 5-51 Or www'math'umd. Quadrature-Art or Science?" 32( 
edu/dept/seminars/nas Math Bldg. 5-51 17 or u editor, ( call 405 il to out 

umd.edu/dept/seminru 
11 a.m.- 4 p.m.Art Gallery: MFA 
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~ p r i l  Snowers Bring May Flowers... and Lots of Grass to Mow 
The ( . - al soap or other labeled insec- 

wide betore lace bug populations build 
re damage. Azaleas 
I are more suscepti- 
wing in the shade. 

lawn to grow too tall between mowing en it if necessary. 
and if you mow it too short you can For printed information or answers 
ruin even the best lawn. On the other to your questions on any gardening 
hand, a poor-looking lawn can actually topic, contact the Home and Garden 
be improved by regular frequent mow- Information Center at 1-800-342-2507. 
ing at the proper height. The Web site is: www.agnr.umd.edu/ 

For best results, try to mow your userslhgic 
lawn frequently enough that you are 
not removing anymore than one-third -RAY BOSMANS 
of the grass blade at any one time. If REGIONAL EXTENSION SPECIALIST 
you remove too much of the blade area 
where most of the photosynthesis 
occurs, the grass loses its nutrition and 
the lawn becomes weak. Occasionally, 
you simply can't get out and mow on a 
regular schedule. Removing a lot of 
grass on an occasional basis does no 
serious harm. 

Mow your lawn at the proper height. 
Bluegrass, fine fescue and tall fescue 
should be mowed at 2 to 3 inches. If 
mowed too short they suffer more heat 
and drought damage and will thin out 
in the summer. Zoysia and bermuda- 
grass should be kept shorter at 1 to 2 
inches, they are very heat tolerant 
and look best when kept short. 

Sharpen the mower blade as 
needed.A dull blade tears 
the grass and makes the 
torn grass blades 
turn brown at 
the tips.Tall fes- 
cue is a tough 
grass that 
dulls a blade 
quickly. Any time you 
hit rocks or tree roots you should 
check the blade's condition and sharp- 
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Vari!?! es of azaleas and 
rhodode re in bloom through- 
out our hoods.The Maryland 
region is cons~aered one of the best 
areas for these beautiful shrubs because 
of the acidic soil and favorable climate. 
Except for the deciduous azaleas, most 
do best tected from 
hot, afte foliage fre- 
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Planting tender plants 
May 10 is the "official" frost-free date 

for central Maryland. Generally it is safe 
to plant frost sensitive plants in the 
flower and vegetable garden.This 
includes many favorites like marigolds, 
petunias, impatiens, tomatoes, squash 
and melons. If an unexpected late frost 
is predicted after May 10 (and it does 
happen), simply cover the plants with 
newspaper, a floating row cover or plas- 
tic. If plastic is used, you must remove it 
early in the morning to prevent them 
from cooking in the sun. 

If you started your own transplants 
indoors, they will need to be hardened- 
off before planting them in the garden. 
Hardening-off is a process of getting the 
young tender plants accustomed to the 
temperatures and sunlight outdoors. Do 
this by placing the plants outside in the 
shade for a few days. Introduce them to 
a sunnier site for several more days 
before planting them in their perma- 
nent garden spot. 
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-* I - - rhododenarons ana m e a s  that seem 
to thrive r places.These are typi- 
cally the on to the ruleW.Their 
survival on the quality of the 
soil and the amount of moisture that 
they receive. 

Azaleas and rhododendrons do best 
in acid soil with a pH of 5.5 This pH 
occurs naturally in most Maryland soils 
unless they have been greatly disturbed 
by construction, liming and soil acidify- 
ing fertilizers. If your aikeas are grow- 
ing too large they can be trimmed back 
after bloom. 

In May, keep an eye out for lace 
bugs.There are various species that 
feed on azaleas, rhododendrons and a 
few other popular landscape shrubs. 
They feed on the underside of leaves 
causing a white or yellow stippling visi- 
ble on the upper surface of the leaf. 
spray th ide of the foliage with 
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Lawn Mowing Tip 
Mowing the lawn is a chore that 

many homeowners don't think much 
about.Actually, it is the single most 
time-consuming lawn care practice that 
affects the survival and appearance of 
your lawn. If you regularly permit the e undersi 
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